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00. Explanations of ”global” in JA/RA
0.1 ”Big view” (=bird’s eye=top-down=holistic=global)

macro-  meso-  micro-level
chapter/section       paragraph     sentence

writing as process:
planning – writing/drafting – editing

“Don’t hand in your first draft!”
time 20% 50% 30%

writing as result (e.g. BA/MA thesis of 40+/60+ pages):

introduction – main body – conclusion
length 20% 60% 20%
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00.2 “Writing”

Types of literacy


Types of literacy
traditional literacy



traditional literacy
multimedia literacy



multimedia literacy
academic literacy (skills):academic literacy (skills):
information collection
information processing

reading listeningreading
writing

listening
speakingspeaking

translation

information presentation (constructionism):information presentation (constructionism):


information presentation (constructionism):information presentation (constructionism):
discourse community: genre conventions (expectations)discourse community: genre conventions (expectations)

vs.
 writer identitywriter identity --- audience/readership relationshipwriter identitywriter identity audience/readership relationshipaudience/readership relationship
NOT: “spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings”, but a craft!!NOT: “spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings”, but a craft!!



NOT: “spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings”, but a craft!!NOT: “spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings”, but a craft!!

 metalanguage
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1. Introduction 1. Introduction 
1.1 Finding a topic

1.1.1 Top1.1.1 Top-1.1.1 Top-down approach: from theory to practice


1.1.1 Top1.1.1 Top1.1.1 Top down approach: from theory to practicedown approach: from theory to practicedown approach: from theory to practice
Find a gap in the research literature OR



Find a gap in the research literature OR
Find 
Find a gap in the research literature OR
Find Find a 
Find a gap in the research literature ORFind a gap in the research literature ORFind a gap in the research literature OR

a a model article 
Find a gap in the research literature OR

model article model article in 
Find a gap in the research literature ORFind a gap in the research literature ORFind a gap in the research literature OR

in in in in the research 
Find a gap in the research literature OR

the research the research literature

1.1.2 Bottom1.1.2 Bottom-1.1.2 Bottom-up approach: from data to practice
 SSSee 

up approach: from data to practiceup approach: from data to practiceup approach: from data to practice
ee ee an interesting/striking feature in the data



an interesting/striking feature in the data
See a 

an interesting/striking feature in the dataan interesting/striking feature in the dataan interesting/striking feature in the data
See a See a pattern in the 

an interesting/striking feature in the dataan interesting/striking feature in the data
pattern in the pattern in the data rationale beyond the purely statistical
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1.2 Finding a 1.2 Finding a jjournal

list of disciplinelist of discipline-list of discipline-specific journals list of disciplinelist of disciplinelist of discipline specific journals specific journals specific journals 
with impact factor
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1.3 Finding a 1.3 Finding a rresearch hypothesis

https://https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesis (04/05/18)https://https://https://https://https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesis
According 

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesis
According According to Schick and Vaughn,

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesis
to Schick and Vaughn,to Schick and Vaughn,[13][13][13]

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesis (04/05/18)(04/05/18)en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesis
[13][13][13][13][13][13] researchers weighing up alternative hypotheses may take into consideration:

•

According According to Schick and Vaughn,to Schick and Vaughn,
Testability

to Schick and Vaughn,to Schick and Vaughn,
TestabilityTestability (compare 

to Schick and Vaughn,to Schick and Vaughn, researchers weighing up alternative hypotheses may take into consideration:researchers weighing up alternative hypotheses may take into consideration:to Schick and Vaughn,
(compare (compare falsifiability

researchers weighing up alternative hypotheses may take into consideration:researchers weighing up alternative hypotheses may take into consideration:
falsifiabilityfalsifiability as discussed above)

•

TestabilityTestabilityTestabilityTestability (compare (compare (compare falsifiabilityfalsifiabilityfalsifiabilityfalsifiabilityfalsifiabilityfalsifiabilityfalsifiabilityfalsifiability as discussed above)as discussed above)
Parsimony (as in the application of "

as discussed above)as discussed above)
Parsimony (as in the application of "Parsimony (as in the application of "Occam's razor

as discussed above)as discussed above)
Occam's razorOccam's razor", discouraging the postulation of excessive numbers of ", discouraging the postulation of excessive numbers of entitiesentities)

•

Parsimony (as in the application of "
Scope 
Parsimony (as in the application of "
Scope Scope –
Parsimony (as in the application of "Parsimony (as in the application of "Occam's razorOccam's razorOccam's razor", discouraging the postulation of excessive numbers of ", discouraging the postulation of excessive numbers of ", discouraging the postulation of excessive numbers of Parsimony (as in the application of "Parsimony (as in the application of "

– the apparent application of the hypothesis to multiple cases of 
", discouraging the postulation of excessive numbers of ", discouraging the postulation of excessive numbers of 

the apparent application of the hypothesis to multiple cases of the apparent application of the hypothesis to multiple cases of phenomena
•

Scope Scope the apparent application of the hypothesis to multiple cases of the apparent application of the hypothesis to multiple cases of 
Fruitfulness 

the apparent application of the hypothesis to multiple cases of 
Fruitfulness Fruitfulness –

the apparent application of the hypothesis to multiple cases of the apparent application of the hypothesis to multiple cases of phenomenaphenomenaphenomenaphenomenaphenomenaphenomenathe apparent application of the hypothesis to multiple cases of the apparent application of the hypothesis to multiple cases of 
– the prospect that a hypothesis may explain further phenomena in the future

•

Fruitfulness Fruitfulness 
Conservatism Conservatism Conservatism –

the prospect that a hypothesis may explain further phenomena in the futurethe prospect that a hypothesis may explain further phenomena in the futurethe prospect that a hypothesis may explain further phenomena in the future
–– the degree of "fit" with existing recognized 
the prospect that a hypothesis may explain further phenomena in the futurethe prospect that a hypothesis may explain further phenomena in the future
the degree of "fit" with existing recognized the degree of "fit" with existing recognized knowledge

the prospect that a hypothesis may explain further phenomena in the future
knowledgeknowledge-

the prospect that a hypothesis may explain further phenomena in the futurethe prospect that a hypothesis may explain further phenomena in the futurethe prospect that a hypothesis may explain further phenomena in the future
knowledgeknowledge--systems

the prospect that a hypothesis may explain further phenomena in the futurethe prospect that a hypothesis may explain further phenomena in the future
systemssystems. …

A A working hypothesis
the degree of "fit" with existing recognized the degree of "fit" with existing recognized knowledgeknowledgeknowledgeknowledge systemssystemssystemssystemsthe degree of "fit" with existing recognized the degree of "fit" with existing recognized 

working hypothesisworking hypothesisworking hypothesis is a hypothesis that is provisionally accepted as a basis for further researchis a hypothesis that is provisionally accepted as a basis for further research[14][14][14][14][14][14][14][14] in the hope that a A A working hypothesisworking hypothesisworking hypothesisworking hypothesisworking hypothesisworking hypothesisworking hypothesisworking hypothesis is a hypothesis that is provisionally accepted as a basis for further researchis a hypothesis that is provisionally accepted as a basis for further research
tenable theory will be produced, even if the hypothesis ultimately fails.

is a hypothesis that is provisionally accepted as a basis for further research
tenable theory will be produced, even if the hypothesis ultimately fails.tenable theory will be produced, even if the hypothesis ultimately fails.[15][15][15][15]

is a hypothesis that is provisionally accepted as a basis for further researchis a hypothesis that is provisionally accepted as a basis for further research in the hope that a in the hope that a is a hypothesis that is provisionally accepted as a basis for further researchis a hypothesis that is provisionally accepted as a basis for further researchis a hypothesis that is provisionally accepted as a basis for further research
[15][15][15][15][15][15][15][15] Like all hypotheses, a working hypothesis is tenable theory will be produced, even if the hypothesis ultimately fails.

constructed as a statement of expectations, which can be linked to the 
Like all hypotheses, a working hypothesis is Like all hypotheses, a working hypothesis is tenable theory will be produced, even if the hypothesis ultimately fails.tenable theory will be produced, even if the hypothesis ultimately fails.

constructed as a statement of expectations, which can be linked to the constructed as a statement of expectations, which can be linked to the exploratory research
Like all hypotheses, a working hypothesis is Like all hypotheses, a working hypothesis is 

exploratory researchexploratory research purpose in empirical constructed as a statement of expectations, which can be linked to the 
investigation. Working hypotheses are often used as a 
constructed as a statement of expectations, which can be linked to the constructed as a statement of expectations, which can be linked to the exploratory researchexploratory researchexploratory researchexploratory researchexploratory researchexploratory researchconstructed as a statement of expectations, which can be linked to the 
investigation. Working hypotheses are often used as a investigation. Working hypotheses are often used as a conceptual frameworkconceptual frameworkconceptual frameworkconceptual frameworkconceptual framework

exploratory researchexploratory researchexploratory researchexploratory research purpose in empirical purpose in empirical exploratory researchexploratory research
conceptual frameworkconceptual frameworkconceptual framework in qualitative research.

purpose in empirical 
in qualitative research.in qualitative research.[16][16][16][16]

purpose in empirical purpose in empirical purpose in empirical 
[16][16][16][16][16][16][16][16][17]investigation. Working hypotheses are often used as a investigation. Working hypotheses are often used as a conceptual frameworkconceptual frameworkconceptual framework in qualitative research.in qualitative research.in qualitative research.

The provisional nature of working hypotheses make them useful as an organizing device in applied research. Here they The provisional nature of working hypotheses make them useful as an organizing device in applied research. Here they 
act like a useful guide to address problems that are still in a formative phase.
The provisional nature of working hypotheses make them useful as an organizing device in applied research. Here they 
act like a useful guide to address problems that are still in a formative phase.act like a useful guide to address problems that are still in a formative phase.[18[18[18[18
The provisional nature of working hypotheses make them useful as an organizing device in applied research. Here they The provisional nature of working hypotheses make them useful as an organizing device in applied research. Here they The provisional nature of working hypotheses make them useful as an organizing device in applied research. Here they 

[18[18[18[18]act like a useful guide to address problems that are still in a formative phase.
https://https://
act like a useful guide to address problems that are still in a formative phase.act like a useful guide to address problems that are still in a formative phase.
https://https://https://https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Null_hypothesis
act like a useful guide to address problems that are still in a formative phase.act like a useful guide to address problems that are still in a formative phase.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Null_hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Null_hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Null_hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Null_hypothesis (04/05/18
act like a useful guide to address problems that are still in a formative phase.act like a useful guide to address problems that are still in a formative phase.

(04/05/18(04/05/18)https://
In 
https://https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Null_hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Null_hypothesisen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Null_hypothesis (04/05/18(04/05/18(04/05/18)https://
In In inferential statistics, the term "null hypothesis" is a general statement or default position that there is no relationship In In inferential statistics, the term "null hypothesis" is a general statement or default position that there is no relationship inferential statistics, the term "null hypothesis" is a general statement or default position that there is no relationship 
between two measured phenomena, or no association among groups.[1] Rejecting or disproving the null hypothesis

inferential statistics, the term "null hypothesis" is a general statement or default position that there is no relationship 
between two measured phenomena, or no association among groups.[1] Rejecting or disproving the null hypothesisbetween two measured phenomena, or no association among groups.[1] Rejecting or disproving the null hypothesis—

inferential statistics, the term "null hypothesis" is a general statement or default position that there is no relationship inferential statistics, the term "null hypothesis" is a general statement or default position that there is no relationship inferential statistics, the term "null hypothesis" is a general statement or default position that there is no relationship 
————and between two measured phenomena, or no association among groups.[1] Rejecting or disproving the null hypothesisbetween two measured phenomena, or no association among groups.[1] Rejecting or disproving the null hypothesis and and 

thus concluding that there are grounds for believing that there is a relationship between two phenomena (e.g. that a thus concluding that there are grounds for believing that there is a relationship between two phenomena (e.g. that a 
potential treatment has a measurable effect)
thus concluding that there are grounds for believing that there is a relationship between two phenomena (e.g. that a 
potential treatment has a measurable effect)potential treatment has a measurable effect)—
thus concluding that there are grounds for believing that there is a relationship between two phenomena (e.g. that a thus concluding that there are grounds for believing that there is a relationship between two phenomena (e.g. that a thus concluding that there are grounds for believing that there is a relationship between two phenomena (e.g. that a 

————is a central task in the modern practice of science; the field of statistics potential treatment has a measurable effect)
gives precise criteria for rejecting a null 

is a central task in the modern practice of science; the field of statistics is a central task in the modern practice of science; the field of statistics potential treatment has a measurable effect)potential treatment has a measurable effect)
gives precise criteria for rejecting a null gives precise criteria for rejecting a null hypothesis.
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1.4 Finding a research question (RQ)

The The research question serves two purposes:


research question serves two purposes:research question serves two purposes:
It determines where and what kind of research the writer will be It determines where and what kind of research the writer will be doing.

 It identifies the specific objectives the study or paper will address
doing.doing.doing.

It identifies the specific objectives the study or paper will addressIt identifies the specific objectives the study or paper will address.It identifies the specific objectives the study or paper will address
examples:examples:
Schmied
examples:examples:
SchmiedSchmied (1985): Is (1985): Is (1985): Is TansaniaTansania in ESL or EIL (EFL) country? (=English as a Second/International/Foreign Language)
Schmied

(1985): Is (1985): Is in ESL or EIL (EFL) country? (=English as a Second/International/Foreign Language)in ESL or EIL (EFL) country? (=English as a Second/International/Foreign Language)(1985): Is 
SchmiedSchmied (1992): Is the variation in Relative Constructions greater between varieties (BE vs. 

in ESL or EIL (EFL) country? (=English as a Second/International/Foreign Language)in ESL or EIL (EFL) country? (=English as a Second/International/Foreign Language)
(1992): Is the variation in Relative Constructions greater between varieties (BE vs. (1992): Is the variation in Relative Constructions greater between varieties (BE vs. IndE

in ESL or EIL (EFL) country? (=English as a Second/International/Foreign Language)in ESL or EIL (EFL) country? (=English as a Second/International/Foreign Language)
IndEIndE) or between different Schmied

text
Schmied
texttext-
SchmiedSchmied (1992): Is the variation in Relative Constructions greater between varieties (BE vs. (1992): Is the variation in Relative Constructions greater between varieties (BE vs. SchmiedSchmied
texttext--types/genres within the varieties?

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 7/33
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1.5 Critical Issues: access to infrastructure, etc. 

Can I answer this RQ?Can I answer this RQ?
Can I do recordings that are good Can I do recordings that are good 
enough for differentiating patterns?enough for differentiating patterns?
Do I have (access to) an eye
enough for differentiating patterns?
Do I have (access to) an eyeDo I have (access to) an eye-
enough for differentiating patterns?enough for differentiating patterns?enough for differentiating patterns?
Do I have (access to) an eyeDo I have (access to) an eye-tracker to Do I have (access to) an eyeDo I have (access to) an eyeDo I have (access to) an eye tracker to tracker to tracker to 
do reading research seriously?

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 8/33
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1.6 Finding a Title + Subtitle

“Sexy Quotation”: Topic + Method“Sexy Quotation”: Topic + Method

Area: RQArea: RQ
RQ? Context explanation

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 9/33

Examples:

1a) "“Religious bigots and extremists”? or ”PDP administration actively sustained the crises, 
profiteering from it” ?: Constructing Religion and Politics in Nigerian Terrorism News
1b) "Nigerian Terrorism News: Who blames whom and how?"
1c) "Religion or Politics? Linguistic Devices Used in Nigerian Terrorism News"

2a) "A New Analysis of Bokyi Noun Phrases: Noun Classes, Agreement, and Valency"
2b) "Is Bokyi a Bantu Language? A New Analysis of Bokyi Noun Phrases"
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2. Key concepts
2.1 Discourses in science communication

research 
discourse

instructional 
discourse

popularisation
specialised -> popular

discourse

popular
academic novice

discourse

discourse community approach (Hyland 2006, 2012; Schmied 2011) = 
a writer/speaker appeals to shared knowledge to create a community of discourse
incl. linguistic clues: of course, as we know from …

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 10/33
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2.2 Academic research cycle

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 11/33
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2.3 The Genre Approach

research "output"
 research article
 book reviews
 project proposals
 conference presentations

science "journalism"
 popular science articles
 popular blogs (David Crystal)
 popular science films (Horizon)
 popular science books
 science slam

teacher "talk”/e-learning
 ppt presentations

 lectures
 student presentations

 textbooks
 Wikis/Moodle/Google+
 www pages (HTML, php)

student "literacy"
 fieldwork notes 
 essays (argumentative!)
 MA/BA thesis (persuasive!)
 seminar presentations

"Novice Academic English"

discipline-specific
culture-specific

author-specific
culture-specific

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 12/33
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2.3 Prototype approach to genres in academic writing

Schmied 2015: 11 

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 13/33
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2.4 (Academic) metadiscourse, metalanguage

= language about language, i.e. 
information management/reader guidance beyond the plain proposition

fields:
• “global text management”,

argumentation structure 
IMRaD -> paragraphing -> cohesion, like conclude

• “local” text management”,
text cohesion --> cognitive coherence (first, thus, …) 

• writer - reader “interaction”, incl. address (you, we)
• writer commitment to the truth value/reliability … 

esp. hedging, (epistemic) modal aux/adv. 
(… may contribute, may be correct … arguably),

• occasionally boosting (certainly, fact)

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 14/33
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3. A global view on editing 3. A global view on editing ((mesomeso-meso-level)
from a general global perspective

but written for Dutch users of English, for short argumentative texts!

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 15/33
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• provides an indication of the context in which the text should be understood
• orients the reader towards the topic of the text
• strikes a balance between brevity and clarity
• is readily understandable
• does not pre-empt your conclusion (HM 2017: 51)
•

does not predoes not pre
• makes 

does not pre empt your conclusion (HM 2017: 51)does not pre
makes (further) reading attractive 

empt your conclusion (HM 2017: 51)empt your conclusion (HM 2017: 51)
(further) reading attractive and useful 

empt your conclusion (HM 2017: 51)empt your conclusion (HM 2017: 51)
and useful ?

combinecombinecombinecombine:: sexy titlesexy titlesexy title: : descriptive title : sexy titlesexy titlesexy titlesexy title: descriptive title descriptive title descriptive title 
context title, 

descriptive title descriptive title 
context title, context title, esp. 

descriptive title descriptive title 
esp. esp. specific subtitle

examples:
Working with Media Texts: Deconstructing and Constructing Crises in Europe. 
Complexity and Coherence in English Student Writing, especially in Hypertext 

Learning Systems. 
Where the grass is greener? Colour terms in East African English. 
Corpus-based contrastive lexicology: the case of English with and its German 

translation equivalents. 

3.1 An effective title

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 16/33
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• provides a context for the argument that is to follow
• expresses your perspective on the issue you will be dealing with
• explicitly or implicitly makes clear which aspects of the issue will not be 

treated
• has forward dynamics, presenting a coherent development of the topic 

sentence and involving the reader in your argument

3.2 An introductory paragraph

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 17/33
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• does not depend on the preceding title for its understanding
• is a fresh start after the title
• is fairly uncontroversial
• is not linked directly to the time of writing 

examples:
For centuries increasing meat consumption has been an indicator of increasing 

prosperity… But today the new trend towards vegan ... 

3.3 Intro intro: opening sentence (H/M 2017: 54, 3,4,1,2)

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 18/33
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• expresses the central concern of the text 
• is recognisable by its paragraph final positioning, 

without any cumbersome sign-posting
• is rather neutral or suggestive of the line to be followed [??JS]
• is formulated in such a way as to end the paragraph 

in a strong, self-confident way (HM 2017: 59)

examples: good or bad?
The thesis to be examined in the following paragraphs is whether grandparents 

should once again be given a place in the family home.
Any decision to place restrictions on what is broadcast should follow on a careful 

consideration of the pros and cons of television censorship.

3.4 Climax intro: thesis statement

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 19/33
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44. . AAA global view on information management
4.1 Structure and linking of paragraphs 

global view on information management
Structure and linking of paragraphs Structure and linking of paragraphs (

global view on information managementglobal view on information management
Structure and linking of paragraphs Structure and linking of paragraphs ((meso

global view on information management
mesomeso-

global view on information managementglobal view on information managementglobal view on information management
mesomeso-level)

HM 2017: 68

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JARA Paradigms Conclusion 20/33
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In Functional linguistics (from Prague School to Halliday), 
theme (=topic, background, presupposition) and 
focus (=rheme, new, comment) have been used 
to describe the argumentation, information management

the theme may depend on the previous focus of previous theme!

4.2 Theme and focus in sentences and paragraphs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topic_and_comment (22/03/18)

HM 2017: 114 (113)

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 21/33
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4.3 Cohesive devices (linking, connectors, etc. 
e.g. clause adverbials , )

coherence = coherence = extralinguisticextralinguistic factors contributing to the creation of texture (=implicit)coherence = coherence = 
cohesion = 

extralinguisticextralinguisticextralinguistic factors contributing to the creation of texture (=implicit)factors contributing to the creation of texture (=implicit)coherence = coherence = 
cohesion = cohesion = linguistic means which create texture (=explicit)

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 22/33
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4.4 Reference (Reference (micromicro-micro-): esp. pronouns

Introduction Concepts Editing Info Management JA/RA Paradigms Conclusion 24/33
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55. Focus on RA/JA . Focus on RA/JA paradigmparadigm ((macromacro-macro-level)
5.1 IMAC global paradigm spreading from natural sciences into humanities

organisation can be viewed on several levels using different theoretical approaches: 
o

organisation can be viewed on several levels using different theoretical approaches: 
global

organisation can be viewed on several levels using different theoretical approaches: organisation can be viewed on several levels using different theoretical approaches: 
globalglobal vs. local planners: globalglobal vs. local planners: vs. local planners: 
a fixed structure like IMAC provides a general “skeleton” for global planning, a fixed structure like IMAC provides a general “skeleton” for global planning, 
which is said to characterize good writers

o

which is said to characterize good writers
moves + steps 
which is said to characterize good writerswhich is said to characterize good writers
moves + steps moves + steps in sections (Swales’ model)moves + steps moves + steps in sections (Swales’ model)in sections (Swales’ model)
e.g. CARS (= Creating A Research Space) to identify a gap to fill

o

e.g. CARS (= Creating A Research Space) to identify a gap to fill
topical structure analysis: topical structure analysis: 
discourse 
topical structure analysis: topical structure analysis: 
discourse discourse deixis
topical structure analysis: topical structure analysis: 

deixisdeixis through personal pronoun referencesdiscourse 
(
discourse discourse deixisdeixisdeixisdiscourse 
((in the paragraph, the 1

deixisdeixis
in the paragraph, the 1in the paragraph, the 1in the paragraph, the 1st

through personal pronoun referencesthrough personal pronoun referencesthrough personal pronoun referencesthrough personal pronoun referencesthrough personal pronoun referencesthrough personal pronoun references
st focus is the topic that is referred to by personal pronoun in all following clauses(in the paragraph, the 1in the paragraph, the 1in the paragraph, the 1 focus is the topic that is referred to by personal pronoun in all following clausesfocus is the topic that is referred to by personal pronoun in all following clauses

until a new focus topic starts a new paragraph
focus is the topic that is referred to by personal pronoun in all following clausesfocus is the topic that is referred to by personal pronoun in all following clauses

until a new focus topic starts a new paragraphuntil a new focus topic starts a new paragraph)
o

until a new focus topic starts a new paragraph

theme 
until a new focus topic starts a new paragraph

theme theme –
until a new focus topic starts a new paragraphuntil a new focus topic starts a new paragraphuntil a new focus topic starts a new paragraph

– rheme
until a new focus topic starts a new paragraphuntil a new focus topic starts a new paragraph)until a new focus topic starts a new paragraph

rhemerheme (functional sentence perspective)
o IMRaD
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Research paradign, global text structure: Research 
Introduction
Research paradign

ntroduction Methodology
, global text structure: 

ethodology Research
, global text structure: 

esearch And
, global text structure: , global text structure: 

ndnd Discussion

https://twiki.tu-chemnitz.de/bin/view/English/IntroResearchPara

(cf. Schmied 2015: 17-20)
available in academia.edu 
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5.2 Examples of 5.2 Examples of RA paradigms:5.2 Examples of 
RA with IMRAD 

RA paradigms:RA paradigms:5.2 Examples of 5.2 Examples of RA paradigms:
RA with IMRAD RA with IMRAD RA with IMRAD structure
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JJA with A with a nona non-a non-IMRAD structure
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Revised Revised ToCToC of a BA thesis with nonof a BA thesis with non-of a BA thesis with non-IMRAD structure

metalanguage terms / expected general academic phrases:
2. Theoretical background
2.1. Definition, key concept
2.2. Types 
2.3. Theories
3. Case study

“historical perspective” is always an option in humanities and social sciences

should subheadings be more explicit? like
4.1. Polish Migration to the UK before the accession of Poland to the EU in 2004, etc.

should general phrases be supplemented by project-specific one? like
2.3.2. Lee’s Migration Theory: Push and Pull Factors 
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RA RA with IMRAD structure
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JA/JA/VolumeIntroVolumeIntro with with nonnon-non-IMRAD structure
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5.1 writing, esp. editing your own draft is 
a craft (=can be learnt by practise) that determines the success of academic careers

from global to local: on macro-, meso-, micro-level

5.2 neglected considerations:
a) planning: psychological “writing block”
”do not wait for “spontaneous overflow” – make a global plan based on a best practise model

b) hierarchy: start with “global”, i.e. sections - subsections - paragraphs,
finish diligently with details on local level: the right word, idiomaticity
(esp. prepositions), grammar (esp. articles), punctuation (e.g. : ;)

5.3 use electronic resources as aids:
spell-, style, grammar checker
5.4 find good models in your area to copy + practice makes perfect 
…

5. 5. Conclusion: Conclusion: advice to young academics
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